
i t is assumed that the primary defect possibly consisted in a

"tube-shaped pore", the diameter of which was e i t h e r so small

or which was plugged by res idual s lag, so that no leak could

be detected during the manufacturing t e s t s . Only during the

operation with sodium a steam permeation occurred.

9, Conclusions

Although the other 131 tab welds on the dismantled serpentine

tube d i d n ' t show any defects, no firm conclusion could be drawn

on the soundness of the other approx. 8000 tab welds in the

system.

However, the invest igat ion did not reveal that there was

a systematic manufacturing f a u l t . Therefore i t was techni-

cally to be j u s t i f i e d that the operation of the ins ta l led

steam generators could be continued.

The correctness of the taken decision to continue to operate

t h i s steam generator without any modifications has been con-

firmed by the successful operation of the steam generators

after having commissioned them again. The damage had occured

after a steam generator operation of approx. 400 hours. After

having repaired the faulty steam generator, the steam genera-

tors have been in.operat ion for further 5200 hours without

any disturbances (end of August).

K.5. Experience on Detection
of Leakages in LMFBR-Steam
Generators

Int. п/Cjction

С. С Smit Netherlands

One of the advantages of long time experinents on fullsize J.MFISR-components

is that experience is gained not only on the behaviour of components at normal

conditions, but also on the operational consequences of real or imaginary

disturbances.

One of the most difficult situations that do occur during steamyепегаtor

operation is the sudden appearance of a leak indication on the hydrogen detectors.

It is possible to connect an automatic tr ip action to the hydrogen detector

instrument, however , there are reasons not to do so.

- Spurious signals,which unfortunately do occur rather frequently, can cause

unnecessary shut downs.

- In the case of a very small leak i t cat. be very difficult to locate the leaking

steamgenerator module and to (jet an impression of the size o£ the leah. u | l |

The tune available to confirm the leak, locate the component and to take the

proper measures is strongly dependent on the leaking rate, or translated into a

visual signal, on the rate of rise of the hydrogen level shown on the instrument.

During the operation of the 50 IH.'-SCTF at iiengelo (O) experience was obtained

with leak indications caused by real and imaginary leaks. I

Hydrogen detection equirdnent

The detectors used are based on the principle of hydrogen diffusion through a

nickel membrane into ги\ evacuated room. The vacuum is maintained by an ion

getter pump, the current of this pump is a function.of the hydrogen concentration.

As the diffusion is highly temperature dependent, the sodium temperature has to

be kept within a few degrees centigrade. A very effective method to meet this

tequirement is inductive heating. The sodium piping is therefore fixed around

one of the legs of a transformer to form a short circuited secondary winding.

The primary current is thyristot controlled. Fig. 1.
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F I G . 1. HYDROGEN DETECTOR LOOP

To maintain the desired temperature of 475°C at circuit temperatures from 200 to

S00
o
C a heatexchanger ar.d a sodium cooler are added to the loop. The loop

consisting of a detector, iieatexcharigt i , ршпр, heater and cooler is built as a



unit and is placed as cloise as possible to the supply points.

Further development of this unit is directed to improvement of reliability arxi to

facilitate maintenance and repair. Fin. 2.
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F I G . 2. HYDROGEN DETECTOR LOOP (MODIFIED)

ISOLATION
VALVE

The detectors are regularly lusted by injection of hydrogen into the circuit.

Cal it r Atiun is possible l.y v.e.isuring \-t:e equilibrium pressure en the vacuum

side of the nickel n:en/brane.

Detector loops are installed near the sodium outlet nozzles of the component.

Description of strong leak indications causing a shut down of the facility

As was stated before, r.o automat ic act ion i s i n i t i a t e d by the hydrogen monitor.

In case of a slo'.v r i s e of the hydrogor. l e v e l the operator on duty I s instructed

to check out the d i f ferent p o s s i b i l i t i e s , such as coldtrap malfunction, before

he decides that л sodium-water react ion i s r e a l l y taking p l a c e .

The symptoms of the sodium-water react ion that occurred l a s t August were qu i te

different, fron exrecr ntion . Fig. Л.
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F I G . 4 . PROCESS CONDITIONS DURING Ua/HjO REACTION «AUGUST 1972)

- Instead of the expected continuing r i s e of the hydrogen l e v e l , the hydrogen

detector d i r e c t l y in l ine with th< reheat-.er showed a sudden peak after which the

s igna l dropped to l eve l somewhat above the or ig ina l value. Several minutes l a t e r

a new peak occurred t h i s tirie exce«?illrg the alarm l e v e l . The recorder of the

hydrogen detector of the evaporator <ilso showed a small peak.

- The second ind icat ion was ;i slow change of the sodium flow d i s t r i b u t i o n between

the superheater and the reheater, after a few minutes the flow through the



reheater stopped completely, the scxliurnflow was shifted to the superheater.

A study of the pressure drop ami temperature measurements in the reheater during

the reaction explained this unexpected behaviour. The reaction was caused by a

leaking weld in the tube-tubesheet connection. The injected steam and the hydrogen

produced by the reaction formed a slowly expanding gasbubble within the confined

space inside the internal skirt and Mocking the sodiuroflow through the reheater,

except for a very snail flow leaking between the internal skirt and the shell.

After the first hydrogen peak in the sodium outlet, the sodiumflow through the

reheater stopped and clean sodium leaking between shell and internal skirt caused

the hydrogen level to drop untii the gasbuhble reached the outlet of the

component.

The occurrence of this typical medium .sized leak led to some changes in our

safety philosophy.

- The push button operated emergency shut down action is changed. To protect the

rupture disk, one isolation valve is left open to prevent pressure rise caused

by reaction of steam in the gasbubble during and after the steam system has

been depressurized. This valve is closed after a delay of some minutes.

- After dumping steam and water, the steamgenerator is automatically filled

with nitrogen and kept on a sufficient high pressure to prevent sodium to flow

through the leak into the steamiilde of the steamgenerator.

- The hydrogen alarm is set dependent on the background level.

- More precise criteria are formulated to facilitate a quick decision. At a

rate of rise of more than 0.01 ppm per minute an immediate emergency shut down

action is prescribed.

During dynamic test sin April 1973 a hydrogen indication occurred on all monitors

at the inlet and outlet of the evaporator and the superheater, Fig. S, followed

by a rLsing hydrogen level in the covergas in the expansion vessel.

As the rate of rise was near the prescribed shut down licit tO.Ol ppm/min.), the

emergency action was initiated. Л rise of plugging point from ICO to 200 С

supported the decision that a leak was highly probable. To locate the assumed

leak a number of experiments were carried out:

a) To locate the leak the steamside of the evaporator and superheater were

pressurized separately with a hydrogen-inert gas mixture. The normal hydrogen

detection instruments were used. Only the pressurizing of the evaporator

resulted in a leak indication, the rate of rise corresponding with an eouivalent

leaksize of about 35 iricron.

Further efforts to locate the leak were therefore concentrated on the evaporator

The following techniques were applied a.o.:

hi Acoustic detection with an empty and cold component. UIZ

c) Helium leak detection with helium overpressure on the steamside respectively

the sodiumside with an empty and cold component.

d) Hydrogen measurements by applying hydrogen on each of the 139 tubes separately

with a sodiurn-rilled, warm (4C0 C) component.

e) Ultra-sonic inspection of the tube-tubeplate welds.

f) Pressurizing the separate tubes with high pressure steam.
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F I G . 5. W A R INDICATION MONITORHD APRIL 1973

Although some of the measurements showed strong indications of an existing leak,

these results could not be reproduced and no conclusion could be reached.

In the meantime an other hyjiothesis for tiie original leakindication was put

for war (i and checked, assuming that the hydrogen originated from some other source

in the circuit.

A further analysis of the circuit operation and especially the history of the

hydrogen level leads to the conclusion that hydrogen might have been trapped in

the aircooled sodium cooler and might have been released a short while before

the leakindication occurred.

After instrumentation of all the separate tubes of the aircooler, a series of

experiments were carried out, showing that, due to a not uniform temperature or

flow distribution, some of the tubes can plug and stay plugged even at relatively

high sodium outlet temperatures. Is was proved that these cold tubes C»n

function as diffusion coldtraps and collect hydrogen from the circulating

sodium.

Although a leakindication similar to the one measured In April could not be .



reproduced, these results led to the decision to resume normal operation.

The steamgenerator tests were concluded in last June, no further leakindications

were measured.

Small leakindications

Beside the described serious leakindications, smaller fluctuations of the hydrogen

signal do occur occasionally.

Л number of these can be ascribed to malfunction of coldtrap control of the

temperature fluctuations in the hydrogen detector loops, in some other cases no

explanation could be found. An exanple of such an unsolved problen is given in

Fig.С • During a low load test a hydrogen signal appeared on the detectors in the

outlet of both the superheater and the evaporator indicating a leak in the super-

heater. Because of the rather low rate of rise (0.001 ppn/min.) no safety action

was taken, the indication leveled off after about 20 minutes and disappeared.
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FIG. 6.
Recommendations

a) To obtain optimal protection from the hydronen detector equipment it is

essential to reduce the hydrogen fluctuations by maintaining a very low

plugging point. A hydrogen level of 0.0S pjun/min. was proved to be possible.

b) It is advisable to develop methods to remove hydrogen from the coldtraps

to prevent hydrogen fluctuations caused by coldtrap manipulations.

c) Proven methods should be developed to leaktest a steamgenerator after a leak-

indication. Pressurizing with a hydrogen-inert gas mixture seems very

promising but not enough is known about H -diffusion through oxydized ferritic

material.

1.

L.I. Questions raised in Develop- P. A. Taylor United Kingdom
ing Past Reactor Steam 0. Hayden
Generator Designs

A B S T R A C T

The most important component in the achievement of satisfactory

L.M.F.B.R. reliability is the steam generator. When the failure

statistics of other nuclear steam generators and the implications

of a sodium water reaction are considered, there is some cause

for concern. It is apparent that considerable improvement in

technology is necessary and until more experience on operating

plant is available a conservative design approach must be taken.

Many solutions have Ъееп proposed, varying from forced circulation
straight tube modular to large single vessel once through helical
designs. The paper poses what are considered to Ъе the main
questions which arise when making a choice of fast reactor steam
generator type and tube configuration. The aim is to promote
discussion amongst the assembled experts on their relative design
approaches and the importance placed upon the various factors in
reaching our common goal of ensuring the success of the L.M.F.B.R.
in its essential role of conserving world energy resources.

IHTliODUCTICM

A designer wishing to select the main -features for liquid metal

cooled Fast Ifcactor Steam Generators, to Ъс used in large

commercial Power Stations, must seek answers; to certain basic

questions before detailed design and development testing can

proceed.

A world-wide survey of fast reactor Steam Generators, in operation

or under development in the many design eotablishrnents, shows a

considerable diversity of types - once through, recirculating,

partial reciroulating and many forms of tubing configurations -

straight "L", "J", helical, "U", bayonet, as well as a selection

of materials for tubing, shells, etc. indicating little or no

agreement on the basic features. This lack of agreement appears to

arise from the different values which particular designers or

operators place upon the different available options according to

their different experiences in designing or operating fossil fuelled

or other types of nuclear plant. Many factors, which are often

impossible to quantify, are involved and a considerable: amount of

individual judgement is required in assessing a boiler design. The

boiler operating conditions are not unduly onerous in comparison

with boilers for fossil-firod station's-or-for high temperature gas

cooled reactors and in some respects, c;>:n be much simpler. However,

the serious effects en availability, of evuii small leaks make

potential buyers and operators f.'can dcsi
(

T
iifs very carefully in the

light of their ovm experiences with large units, both in normal

operation, with fault conditions on other components affecting the

boiler such as turbine condensers and in inspecting and repairing

plant.

Tube leaks, on L.M.F.R.R. Steam Generators, could lead to outage

times which are considerably longer and more expensive than on

current water and gas cooled reactors and :"or this reason standards
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